Probing the Energetics of Antigen-Antibody Recognition by Titration Microcalorimetry
Our understanding of the energetics that govern antigen-antibody recognition lags behind the increasingly rapid accumulation of structural information on antigen-antibody complexes. Thanks to the development of highly sensitive microcalorimeters, the thermodynamic parameters of antigen-antibody interactions can now be measured with precision and using only nanomole quantities of protein. The method of choice is isothermal titration calorimetry, in which a solution of the antibody (or antigen) is titrated with small aliquots of the antigen (or antibody) and the heat change accompanying the formation of the antigen-antibody complex is measured with a sensitivity as high as 0.1 &mu;cal s-1. The free energy of binding (DeltaG), the binding enthalpy (DeltaH), and the binding entropy (DeltaS) are usually obtained from a single experiment, and no spectroscopic or radioactive label must be introduced into the antigen or antibody. The often large and negative change in heat capacity (DeltaCp) accompanying the formation of an antigen-antibody complex is obtained from DeltaH measured at different temperatures. The basic theory and the principle of the measurements are reviewed and illustrated by examples. The thermodynamic parameters relate to the dynamic physical forces that govern the association of the freely moving antigen and antibody into a well-structured and unique complex. This information complements the static picture of the antigen-antibody complex that results from X-ray diffraction analysis. Attempts to correlate dynamic and static aspects are discussed briefly.